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a b s t r a c t
The substitution for Nd by abundant element Ce is a practical way for the comprehensive utilization of
rare earth resources in permanent magnets. In this letter, we investigate the magnetic properties and
magnetization reversal of Nd12 xCexFe82B6 ribbons by varying x from 0 to 12. These ribbons mainly consist of R2Fe14B phase in isotropic nanostructure. Coercivity, Curie temperature and maximum energy
product all decrease with the increase of Ce atomic percent. The decrease of coercivity is mainly attributed to the decrease of anisotropy due to the substitution for Nd by Ce. In Ce12Fe82B6 and Nd1Ce11Fe82B6
ribbons, the magnetization reversal behaviors are more non-uniform and the squareness of demagnetization curve is poor in second quadrant. However, as long as the Ce concentration does not exceed
10 at.%, the squareness of demagnetization curve remains good and the intergranular exchange coupling
is strong. It is expected that these investigations could be beneﬁcial to the composition designing in the
manufacturing of R2Fe14B magnets.
Ó 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The ﬁnding of excellent magnetically hard properties in rare
earth magnets of (NdPr)2Fe14B has pushed for the technology
development in many ﬁelds [1,2], and this type of materials is
widely used in the areas of computer, energy, automotive industry,
medical instruments, etc. However, Nd and Pr are less abundant in
the natural rare earth resources. Since the rare earth mineral is
paragenic ore, Ce element, also contained in the mineral, is the
most abundant and low cost. Developing high abundant rare earth
permanent magnets is necessary not only for cost reducing, but for
integrated utilization of rare earth resource aiming to protect natural resources [3–9].
Recently, many works are focused on the substitution for Nd by
using the abundant rare earth metals, such as Ce element [10–14],
but the magnetic properties, especially the coercivity in Ce2Fe14B
are much inferior to those of Nd2Fe14B and Pr2Fe14B [8,10]. So
developing Ce2Fe14B magnets is a big challenge in science and
technology. Actually, Ce2Fe14B magnets process an anisotropy ﬁeld
of 26 kOe [10], much higher than that of hard ferrites magnets
[15,16]. By additives method the maximum energy product of
(BH)max = 28.2 MGOe were successfully achieved in the magnets
with 40 wt% of Ce content in rare earth [17]. By the method of double main phases in preparing sintered magnets, the maximum
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energy product remains over 43 MGOe as the Ce content was
30% of the total amounts of all the rare earth metals [18]. So the
partial substitution for Nd by Ce is a feasible way to improve the
magnetic properties [19,20]. It is desirable to further improve the
magnetic properties via optimizing the alloy composition and
manufacturing process, and so it is necessary to investigate systematically and make it clearer about the phase constitution, structure and magnetic properties of R2Fe14B by Ce substitution for Nd.
Melt-spinning was used to obtain isotropic permanent magnets
[21]. In this paper, we have prepared Nd12 xCexFe82B6 ribbons via
melt-spinning method, and the behavior of magnetization reversal,
the coercivity and Curie temperature are investigated with the variation of Ce content. It is expected that these investigations could
be helpful for the composition designing in the manufacturing of
rare earth magnets which contain high abundant rare earth Ce
element.

2. Experimental
The precursor ingots Nd12 xCexFe82B6 were produced from the constituent elements by arc melting method under an argon atmosphere, and x (the atomic percent of Ce) varies from 0 to 12 (x = 0, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 11, 12). Each ingot was
remelted at least three times to ensure composition homogeneity. The precursor
ingot was crushed into small pieces and inserted into a quartz tube, and then ﬁxed
the quartz tube in the chamber. The quartz tube has a bottom oriﬁce whose diameter is in the range of 0.8–1.0 mm. The chamber was evacuated to a vacuum of
3  10 3 Pa followed by ﬁlled with high purity argon. The ribbons were obtained
directly by induction melting the pieces and then ejecting the melt through the oriﬁce onto the surface of a rotating copper wheel. The surface of copper wheel was
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polished using the 1000-grit paper, and the surface velocity of copper wheel was
varied for optimizing the magnetic properties. The samples with optimum magnetic
properties could be obtained with the surface velocity in the range of 20–25 m/s,
except Nd1Ce11Fe82B6 and Ce12Fe82B6 ribbons obtained with the optimum surface
velocity of 27 m/s. The phase composition of the ribbons was examined by X-ray
diffraction (XRD) using Cu Ka radiation, and cell was reﬁned and the average grain
size was estimated using Jade software. Magnetic measurements were performed
using Lakeshore vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) with the ﬁeld direction in
the plane of the ribbons and therefore the demagnetization factor was neglected.
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Fig. 1. The hysteresis loops for all samples of Nd12 xCexFe82B6 ribbons at room
temperature. The inset shows the coercivity and maximum energy product with the
variation of x from 0 to 12.
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Fig. 2. The main distributions of irreversible susceptibility on the reduced ﬁeld for
all samples of Nd12 xCexFe82B6 ribbons.
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Fig. 1 shows the hysteresis loops of the optimally melt-spun ribbons at room temperature. With an increase of Ce atomic percent
both the coercivity and saturation magnetization decrease. The
magnetocrystalline anisotropy of Ce2Fe14B is lower than that of
Nd2Fe14B [14], so the substitution by Ce decreases the magnetocrystalline anisotropy, which should be responsible for the
decrease of coercivity. The decrease of saturation magnetization
conﬁrms that Ce ions possess smaller magnetic moments in
R2Fe14B magnets [10]. The variations of coercivity and energy
product with Ce percent content are shown in the inset of Fig. 1.
It is noted that in the magnets of Ce12Fe82B6 and Nd1Ce11Fe82B6
with high content of Ce, the squareness of hysteresis loop is very
poor, indicating more non-uniform and independent behaviors of
magnetization reversal among grains in these two samples. The
distribution of switch ﬁeld could be used to check magnetization
behavior and the squareness of hysteresis loop [22]. It can be seen
in Fig. 2 that the main distribution of irreversible susceptibility
(the distribution of irreversible susceptibility more than 0.2 times
of the maximum one) is broader on the reduced ﬁeld H/Hc in
Ce12Fe82B6 and Nd1Ce11Fe82B6 ribbons. Here Hc is the coercive ﬁeld,
and the distribution of xirr is obtained from the recoil loops measured
at room temperature. As the Ce content decreases and Nd content
increases the main distribution of switch ﬁeld becomes narrow,
and the collectivity of magnetization behaviors and the squareness
of hysteresis loop improve largely in Nd2Ce10Fe82B6 ribbons.
The magnetization behavior is sensitive to the structure, such as
the grain size and phase composition which could be partially
characterized by XRD. Fig. 3 shows XRD patterns for these optimally melt-spun ribbons. Based on the XRD patterns it conﬁrms
that all samples contain the isotropic R2Fe14B structure phase,
and that the average grain size are all in the range of 20–30 nm.
The diffraction peaks are a little weak and broadened in Ce12Fe82B6
and Nd1Ce11Fe82B6, indicating a smaller grains size in these two
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Fig. 3. XRD patterns for all samples of Nd12 xCexFe82B6 ribbons.

ribbons. It is noted that for a slow wheel velocity a larger grain size
could be obtained in the Ce12Fe82B6 and Nd1Ce11Fe82B6 ribbons, but
the squareness of hysteresis loop deteriorates. It can be seen on the
XRD patterns that the diffraction peaks are not very smooth and
that besides the corresponding peaks of R2Fe14B structure phase
there are some weak peaks, indicating a little amount of metastable phases and amorphous phase at the intergranular interface in
these ribbons. In Ce12Fe82B6 and Nd1Ce11Fe82B6 ribbons, the fraction of metastable phase and amorphous phase is possibly slightly
increased compared to the other samples reﬂecting the different
phase equilibria in the Ce–Fe–B and Nd–Fe–B systems [14]. Both
amorphous phase and metastable phase are probably weakly
anisotropic and magnetically soft, which is assumed to be responsible for the deterioration in magnetic properties since the intergranular soft phase leads to a non-uniform magnetization
reversal and a deterioration of hysteresis loop squareness [22]. In
addition, with the increase of Ce content, most of diffraction peaks
shift to a large angle, indicating a little decrease in lattice constant
for the Ce substitution for Nd in R2Fe14B magnets. The lattice constants are obtained by Jade software and listed in Table 1, and the
coercivity and energy product are also listed in this table.
The magnetization reversal is strongly dependent on the intergranular exchange coupling. Henkel plots, which is deﬁned as
dm = [2Mr(H) + Md(H)]/Mr 1, could be used to check the exchange
coupling between grains [23]. Here Mr(H) is the remanence
obtained after the application and subsequent removal of a ﬁeld
H in initial magnetization process, Md(H) is obtained after
saturation in one direction and then the subsequent application
and removal of a ﬁeld H in the reverse direction, and Mr is the
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Table 1
Lattice constant, coercivity and energy product of optimally melt-spun ribbons with
R2Fe14B structure.
Lattice constant
a (nm)

Lattice constant
c (nm)

Hc
(kOe)

(BH)max
(kJ/m3)

Nd12Fe82B6
Nd11Ce1Fe82B6
Nd10Ce2Fe82B6
Nd8Ce4Fe82B6
Nd6Ce6Fe82B6
Ce8Nd4Fe82B6
Nd2Ce10Fe82B6
Nd1Ce11Fe82B6
Ce12Fe82B6

8.81505
8.80518
8.80209
8.79613
8.79388
8.79294
8.78567
8.78555
8.77919

12.22604
12.21711
12.18264
12.18128
12.17983
12.17979
12.17959
12.16828
12.15979

10.935
10.4
9.61
8.44
7.68
6.84
5.18
4.05
3.15

167.63
144.11
137.92
127.87
114.57
96.91
86.43
64.34
44.31
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Fig. 5. Magnetization variations with temperature under the ﬁeld of 1 kOe for all
samples of Nd12 xCexFe82B6 ribbons.
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Fig. 4. dm curves (Henkel plots) for all samples of Nd12 xCexFe82B6 ribbons.

saturation remanence. Positive value of dm indicates that exchange
coupling is dominant over the dipolar interaction. Fig. 4 shows dm
values at room temperature for the optimally melt-spun samples,
and the peak of dm on the curve is shown at the ﬁeld around coercivity. In the Ce12Fe82B6 and Nd1Ce11Fe82B6 ribbons, the maximum
of dm is very low indicating a weak intergranular exchange coupling, which should partially results from the more amount of
intergranular phase and be responsible for the poor squareness
in the two samples [22].
Actually, besides the intergranular amorphous phase, the
exchange coupling between grains should be dependent on the
exchange constant at the interface that is related to the exchange
constant in the main matrix [24]. The exchange constant could
be evaluated by the Curie temperature [24], which is shown via
magnetization versus temperature in Fig. 5. These curves were
obtained in the following method. Firstly, magnetized the sample
to saturation, and then increased the temperature and recorded
the magnetization under the ﬁeld at 1000 Oe. The red1 arrow
shows the abrupt decrease of magnetization to zero, which corresponds to Curie temperature. Curie temperature is controlled by
3d–3d and R–Fe exchanges [12]. It can be seen that with the increase
of Ce atomic percent the Curie temperature decreases, indicating a
smaller exchange constant between atoms in the unit cell since
the low Curie temperature corresponds to low exchange energy
against thermal perturbation. Even different with the results of
Ref. [12] in the speciﬁc data, they are consistent in the variation
trend. In Ce12Fe82B6 and Nd1Ce11Fe82B6 ribbons, the Curie temperature is the lowest, indicating a small exchange constant, which is

1
For interpretation of color in Fig. 5, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.

In summary, in R2Fe14B magnets, with the increase of Ce content there is a slight decline in the lattice constant. The decrease
of coercivity mainly results from the decrease of anisotropy in
magnets due to the substation for Nd by Ce. The squareness of hysteresis loop deteriorates and the intergranular exchange coupling
is weak in Ce12Fe82B6 and Nd1Ce11Fe82B6 ribbons. But for the
atomic percent of Ce less than 10%, the good squareness of hysteresis loop is mostly preserved without a signiﬁcant weakening of
the intergranular exchange coupling. The results of this investigation may serve as a reference for the research of ecologically and
economically sustainable rare earth magnets.
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